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Get to know us better

Introduction

Wall Street Inu is a meme coin that is entering the crypto market from a
completely different perspective. It is not just a meme coin but also an
aspect of people's happiness. We have more than just a meme coin. The
Wall Street Inu is an innovative meme coin on ERC20, a technical standard
for tokens issued on the Ethereum blockchain. The Wall Street Inu meme coin
will re-imagine the concept of crypto currency in this modern social media
and information technology age. It is also one of the most trending business
categories in the global market nowadays.



Our Vision
We aim to reach as many people as possible
and explain the basics of the Wall Street Inu
coin, generating interest in this profitable young
technology field. Like us, we hope that you will
build on these insights and take further steps
to become a Wall Street Inu enthusiast. The
security of this project makes the concept
more valid, more secure, and revolutionary. We
are delighted to announce to our investors and
customers that they can trust in a team with
years of experience in marketing and business.



1% REFLECTIONS

Stakeholders can earn incentives
by only holding their digital assets
in the Wall Street Inu.

9% MARKETING AND
DEVELOPMENT

9% of every transaction is added
to a marketing and development
wallet. This way, we ensure that
the project has enough funds to
grow. 

LOCKED AND
RENOUNCED

Liquidity is locked until Feb 2022
(and will be extended as the
project grows). Also, the contract
is renounced. This way, our
investors can feel safe.

How the mathematic behind the scenes work

Tokenomics



The Wall Street Inu uses a time-tested marketing strategy and wants to stand out from its
competitors. By identifying its strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats using different
analyses, we can help develop a sophisticated marketing concept. Wall Street Inu’s goal is to
become commonplace and one of the leaders of deflationary cryptocurrencies. 

The marketing fee helps to achieve the desired goals. With the help of its supporters, The Wall
Street Inu grows stronger. 

Marketing Plans



Real life utilities that we plan to
develop

Utility Plans NFT'S GALLERY
As the project grows, we plan to take advantage
of the opportunity and release different NFTs
available on a limited basis. These NFTs will be
sold in limited numbers through Opensea or
Rarible.

2D GAME DEVELOPMENT
Another notable feature is developing a web-
based game, where rare NFTs can be won by
using Wall Street Inu tokens.

CATALYSTS EFFECT
We know that our best advisers are our
community. That is why we are open to
suggestions on how we can add value to people's
lives.



How To Buy $TheWallStreetInu

Our token is currently available on
Uniswap and can be purchased
using our contract address:

0xd68cb7a643079311b8645ed90f2d5
267cfa6ea26

MetaMask: Register an ETH account on MetaMask
or Coinbase.
Uniswap: Go to to Uniswap and add our token
contract address. 
Connect a Wallet: Connect your MetaMask or
Coinbase ETH wallet to Uniswap.
Transfer ETH to your MetaMask: Buy ETH or transfer
to your MetaMask or Coinbase Wallet
Slippage Tolerance: Make sure you set the Slippage
tolerance between 10% and 15%. 
Swap: Swap your ETH for $TheWallStreetInu, hold it
in your wallet and watch your value increase.



Socials
Follow the updates in our project.

https://twitter.com/wallstreetinu
https://t.me/wallstreetinu
https://www.tiktok.com/@wallstreetinu
https://wallstreetinu.com/


THANK YOU!


